Insider Action research as an approach and a method – Exploring institutional encounters from within a birthing context
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Abstract
The aim of this paper was to describe the first person perspective of being a peer midwife and a novice researcher initiating collaborative AR in her own organization to develop knowledge about the first encounters between the labouring woman and her care-givers in a hospital birthing context. It was motivated by the author’s longstanding professional clinical experience of observing and hearing parents’ stories of vulnerability and fear of childbirth, and how staff’s attitudes affected the childbirth experience negatively. Data were collected between 2010 and 2013 and included the researcher’s log with reflections from clinical work, as well as interviews, participant observation, and research group communications. A reflective interpretative lifeworld research approach
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was used to analyze the data. The experience of being a novice insider action researcher (IARr) consisted of three thematic meanings: “the struggle to initiate a clinical insider action research project,” “standing alone at the messy front line,” and “being a catalytic counterbalance to the prevailing medico technical focus.” The comprehensive understanding was “learning how to clinically reflect on and to voice the tacit components of care.” The strategy used in undertaking this study was influenced by the philosophies of both midwifery care and AR.
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**Introduction**

The purpose of this paper is to describe a novice IARr’s activities in relation to the initiation of an Action Research (AR) study. The study was set up to develop knowledge about, and to improve the experience of the first encounter between birthing couples and the midwives they meet when they arrive in hospital in labour. Implementing change in health care is complex, and the results are often short lived (Hellström, Lifvergren, & Quist, 2010; Parkin, 2010). This may be partly because change is often introduced in a top-down manner. AR has been used within health organizations as a useful way of democratizing change through research activities (Waterman, Tillen, Dickson, & de Koning, 2001) and of promoting health-care development (Meyer, 2000; Munn-Giddings, McVicar, & Smith, 2008). Epistemologically, AR is concerned with changing the world as well as describing and explaining it (Reason & Bradbury, 2006). It takes into account the researchers’ and participants’ experiences and opinions, and aims to bring together action, reflection, theory and practice (Hart, 1995; McNiff & Whitehead, 2011; Reason & Torbert, 2001; Shani, Pasmore, & Woodman, 2012; Winter, Munn-Giddings, & Atmer, 2001). AR was therefore used as a vehicle for change within a particular maternity care setting in Sweden. As part of the study, reflexive accounting took place, to try to understand how AR worked and did not work in this specific context. Doing an AR in your own organization and in your own unit not only as a professional but also as a doctoral student is complex and demanding. The paper aims to illuminate these challenges.

The study was motivated by the first author’s long clinical experience as a midwife, including her counseling work with women and partners who had fear of childbirth, and from having interviewed obese women about their experiences of encounters with the maternity care. These service users recounted stories of how staffs behaviours and attitudes affected their childbirth experience negatively.
Insider action research and midwifery

Undertaking IAR implies a process of inquiry as a permanent member of an organizational system (Adler, Shani, & Styhre, 2004; Coghlan & Brannick, 2009). It usually requires both an academic and an organizational perspective. The range of possible study designs includes planned insider/outsider teams, where organizational members and academic researchers are involved in every stage of the process; being an IARr who acts as a facilitator for the interaction between insiders and outsiders; or separate teams where the IARr is an active member of both constituents (Adler et al., 2004). In the study presented in this paper, the latter approach was used. One challenge of doing first person action research is how to gain feedback. The response from colleagues, and the degree to which the field of issues in which the AR is engaged, is open to change, and might be circumscribed by the relationship the insider researcher wants to explore (Marshall, 2004). This is especially acute when the IARr is a professional, with the moral, ethical and professional requirement to actively prioritize the wellbeing of service users, and with the ongoing need to maintain a positive relationship to professional peers, at the same time as undertaking the research study.

AR has been used previously by midwife researchers. Barrett (2005) studied use of ordinary talk before and after childbirth, with the aim of improving midwifery practice in this area. Deery (2005) explored community midwives’ views and experiences of their support needs in clinical practice. Mander, Cheung, Wang, Fu, and Zhu (2010) explored the possibility of a midwife-led normal birthing unit in mainland China to create a more suitable environment for supportive care. Russell (2011) investigated the variations in the availability of water birth on one hospital labour ward. There are also a numerous accounts of AR studies undertaken by nurses. However, our literature search did not identify any publication written from the first person perspective of being a peer midwife and a novice researcher initiating AR in her own organization with the simultaneous ambition of developing knowledge for practice change. This paper therefore adds to the current literature by presenting a reflexive account of experiences during the process of undertaking IAR.

Preunderstanding: A caring relationship is a prerequisite in childbirth care

Before the AR study commenced, the IARr (VN) and the external research group (MB, SD and TB) believed that establishment of a caring relationship was fundamental for developing optimal care in childbirth (Berg, Öláfsdóttir, & Lundgren, 2012; Hunter, Berg, Lundgren, Öláfsdóttir, & Kirkham, 2008; Kirkham, 2010). A caring relationship is grounded in the philosophical objective of the human having a responsibility for the other, or in the words of Levinas “not letting the other alone” (Lavoie, De Koninck, & Blondeau, 2006). People need to meet each
other authentically in a direct subject–subject interpersonal relationship of mutuality and reciprocity where they share a sense of caring, respect, commitment, and responsibility (Buber & Kaufmann, 1970). In order to cope with labour effectively, it is essential that the laboring woman feels that midwives and other caregiver(s) are present both physically and mentally. This “presencing” includes being seen as a person, having a trusting relationship, being supported and guided on one’s own terms (Berg, Lundgren, Hermansson, & Wahlberg, 1996), and for the midwife to handle being present, and to do “nothing” well when the labour is proceeding smoothly (Kennedy, 2000). From a longer term perspective, childbirth is also a potentially life-changing experience, when women can encounter new aspects of their personhood and that of their accompanying partner (Lundgren, Karlsdottir, & Bondas, 2009). This liminal process can be enabled by good quality midwifery care that is authentically woman focused. However, for a range of reasons, including the culture and values of the maternity services, power asymmetry between staff and their colleagues, and between women and staff, and the spread of technocratic and risk focused care provision, such care is not always provided (O’Connell & Downe, 2009). The design and conduct of our research project was predicated on, and influenced by, this set of factors.

The aim of this paper

The aim of this paper is to describe an insider action researcher’s experiences as a peer midwife and a novice researcher doing action research collaboratively to develop theory and practice in the first encounter on a labour ward.

The AR process

In AR, the selected research topics often are carried out as part of ordinary work rather than as a separate exercise, since there is an expectation that each AR project will make a useful contribution to the organization (Coghlan & Brannick, 2009). For VN, this research journey started in 2008 after undertaking a study of obese women’s experiences of encounters with staff. That study highlighted the need for staff to verbalize personal prejudices, not only about obesity but also about the optimal care approach in all encounters on the labour ward. It initiated an aspiration to both improve the local approach to care and to increase knowledge about caring science. In 2009, the service for women who had tocophobia (fear of childbirth) at the study research site was downsized due to economic constrains. VN had earlier worked in this service and heard women and partners talk about their fears relating to labour and birth, and, specifically, carers’ behaviours. This raised a question about how to improve encounters between women and staff by extending the principles of the service that had previously only been offered to women with fear of childbirth. This entailed a conscious effort to attentively listen to the stories and needs of all women and their partners. The first issue to address was to find out how parents had experienced the first encounter on the local labour ward.
These initial studies of encounters led to the question of how to approach the issue of enhancing the quality of encounters in the local organization.

The Normal Labour Process project within which the AR study was nested

The setting for the AR study was a labour ward at a hospital in Sweden where the local Regional Council had introduced a systematic quality development project, “Care 2010” in accordance with the national Swedish governmental recommendations (2005: 12). The objective of the “Care 2010” project was to introduce a quality development model through which each clinic within the organization would establish goals, and follow them, based on a structured approach. The overall intention was to decrease the time needed for each hospital stay and to create a basis for continuous quality development in the future. Following the request from the local Regional Council, the Head of the participating maternity unit indicated support for a quality development project on normal labour. The project was designed to include women entering the labour ward with an expected vaginal birth. The intervention was titled the “normal labour process (NLP).” The AR study at the centre of the current paper was nested within the project. At the outset of the AR study, there were 50 midwives and 20 health-care assistants employed on the labour ward. Midwives were the primary providers of care of normal labour and birth. Consultations with physicians took place if complications in labour occurred during birth, but the physicians were not based on the ward. The first author (VN), in two of the three simultaneous roles noted above, was both a full member of the organization and a doctoral student. She was one of seven staff members, five midwives and two health-care assistants, who voluntarily joined the group for the NLP project. One physician was also supposed to participate, but after a couple of meetings she moved and no other physician joined the group. A clinical NLP group was formed, with the first author being chosen by the group members to be the process leader. The AR element of the NLP was carried out for the period of four years; one year of clinical collaborative planning for action, followed by three years of action, evaluation and re-planning iteratively.

For the AR component, an external research group was set up, which consisted of the IARr (VN) and three senior researchers (MB, SD and TB), who also acted as supervisors and as such two of them made visits to understand the context, and to support the IARr.

One action leads to another

Through the mapping of the course of normal labour, one action led to another and many different cycles were formed more or less concurrently, emphasizing not only the first encounter but also the need to optimize the general care approach and routines. Additionally, the processing enabled many small practical changes initiated by the NLP group and implemented by staff prior to the implementation
of the emphasized first encounter. Based on the dialogues with colleagues, the IARr was able to formulate their ideas alongside her own interpretations, to plan, do and evaluate actions for quality improvement. The IARr also undertook several actions in the doctoral student role, separately from the regular NLP group communication with staff, some which are described in table one, which also shows the timing of the events, and thus how they developed iteratively over time. The following bullet points offer more detail on some of the events listed in Table 1, as examples of how the process evolved:

- **2009–2010:** Starting in October 2010 with a brainstorm on a staff meeting about what to focus in the first encounter, the primary interest of the IARr. An attempt to awake reflection by inviting staff to write good birth stories was unsuccessful because no stories were produced. In a subsequent attempt to stimulate reflection, sheets with quotes relating to the experiences of women and partners’ who had taken part in the first encounter study were disseminated to staff. For example, some quotes illustrated that the compulsory admission CTG (electronic fetal monitoring) led to unnecessary suffering for some women in labour. One father who was not happy with the procedure said: “Just this, the silence or, entering the room and put on the CTG and then leave” (FG1P) (Nyman, Downe, & Berg, 2011).

- **2011:** Transcribed individual interviews with 37 colleagues (four of the interviewees were also members of the NLP group) were held in the spring of 2011 to explore beliefs, views and experiences relating to their first encounter with women and partners, and to create reflection (Nyman, Bondas, Downe, & Berg, 2013). This replaced the original plan, to have focus groups, which failed because it was impossible to assemble midwives together all at the same time, due to time constraints.

- **2011–2012:** As the AR project progressed, midwives started to extend their reflections from the first encounter, to other aspects of normal labour, including debate at staff meetings about the need for various routine interventions decided by midwives and/or physicians. An evaluation of women’s and partners’ experiences of childbirth including the first encounters through a web-based survey was planned but had to be postponed because it had a low response rate. Instead the focus turned to (unnecessary) interventions in normal labour, including an assessment of whether these rates had decreased due to the emphasis on improving care. This inquiry led to an emphasis on discussing interventions in routine management of labour, specifically, duration of admission CTG (electronic fetal heart monitoring), amniotomy (breaking the waters), use of fetal scalp electrode, and augmentation of labour with oxytocin. These issues will be described elsewhere.

- **2013:** The final evaluation process in the AR study was focus groups with staff. An attempt to do this a year earlier failed because it was not timely, for many organizational reasons. Finally, in 2013, before completing data collection and starting the final write up of the doctoral thesis, the focus discussions were held.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions Time period</th>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009–2010 Frame work</td>
<td>Introduce current research in maternity care and present the doctoral studies.</td>
<td>Information to all staff and stakeholders at different occasions about service users and midwives experiences of obstetric and midwifery care.</td>
<td>We all learned about encounters from different perspectives and about the need to reflect on our care approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 March to June</td>
<td>To find out how midwives experienced the collegially negotiated implementation of the highlighted first encounter at the woman’s and partner’s arrival to the labour ward.</td>
<td>Interviews with 37 midwives about the change process.</td>
<td>Some midwives were confined while others could reflect and change routines as described.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First encounter implemented</td>
<td>To normalize childbirth care and reduce unnecessary intervention in healthy women with normal labour.</td>
<td>The processing facilitated midwives emphasis on the need to routinely intervene in normal labour.</td>
<td>I understood that the AR had just started.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011–2012 Routine interventions</td>
<td></td>
<td>An evaluation of these interventions was presented to illuminate the trend from 50 to 100 randomly selected records. Afterwards, a paper was written about these interventions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 May</td>
<td>To get feedback and evaluate the AR and the IAR role</td>
<td>Seven group discussions where 39 colleagues in total participated.</td>
<td>Experienced how it is to as a peer do AR and learned that organizational development is complex, and all actions are continuously in need of follow ups and evaluations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>End of data gathering and start of organizing and analyzing of data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Method

Ethical considerations

The ethical principles based on the Helsinki declaration guided this research involving human subjects, in accordance with Brydon-Miller’s (2008) key ethical principles in AR: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice as shared values of a democratic process of engagement in morally committed actions. As a peer, familiar with the system’s culture and beliefs, it was important to distinguish how and what information to disclose relating to others and self. It is necessary for insider researchers to critically examine their own core values (Brydon-Miller, 2008). The process and its consequences are further illuminated in this paper. The senior authors have carried out AR and intervention studies previously, but neither the IARr nor any of the other authors had any prior experience of being an IARr, and so they were encountering these specific ethical issues for the first time in the course of this study.

Data collection

The data that form the basis of the reflexive account given in this paper were collected iteratively and informally between 2010 and 2013, as the AR process unfolded. This was congruent with what has been described by Adler et al. (2004) who stated that in collaborative operational research (such as AR), there is no generically viable toolbox. Data for this paper consisted of the IARr’s log (personal notes) including reflections from clinical work, communication with the external research group and interviews with colleagues to judge timeliness for actions (Chandler & Torbert, 2003).

Data analysis

A reflective interpretative life world research approach was used to discover qualitative patterns of meanings, comprehension and explanations of the studied phenomenon (Dahlberg, Dahlberg, & Nyström, 2008). This is an inductive interpretative approach without a predetermined hypothesis. The approach is based on the philosophical underpinning that description and interpretation is a key for understanding the essence of phenomenon in daily life (Gadamer, Weinsheimer, & Marshall, 2004) and that sensitivity about, and flexibility to the studied phenomenon based on the researcher’s experience is crucial (Dahlberg et al., 2008).

The analysis of the data aimed at discovering tentative qualitative meanings in the text, which were then synthesized into a comprehensive interpretation of the phenomenon. First, all the text form field notes was read through to get a sense of the whole. This included diverse small evaluations, and reflections on the whole process and on previous research. Next, in further readings, an intensive dialogue with the text was performed where meaning units were identified and clustered.
Following the hermeneutic circle, the whole of the data text was interpreted in terms of the details, and the details were then examined in terms of the whole. Successively, themes of meaning were recognized and described. These formed a basis for a final whole description and comprehensive interpretation of the explored phenomenon (Dahlberg et al., 2008).

The first analysis was performed by the IARr, and subsequent analysis and interpretation was performed by all authors. This resulted in two levels of meaning, totalling four themes: three themes at the first level and then a final comprehensive interpretation. An auto-ethnographic writing style is used for the first level themes of meaning, to take account of direct engagement with the data as one of the many ways of knowing and inquiring within the world (Heron, 1996; Reason & Torbert, 2001). This allows for the telling of a personal narrative (Ellis & Bochner, 2000) as a type of critical enquiry into the practice of a researcher and/or practitioner (McIlveen, 2008). In keeping with this intent, the personal pronoun is used in the findings section of the paper. In the comprehensive interpretation, a theoretically generalizable understanding of the phenomenon, the collective pronoun is used.

Results

The essence of the experience of being a clinically qualified IARr consisted of three thematic meanings: “the struggle to initiate a clinical insider action research project,” “standing alone at the messy front line,” and “being a catalytic counterbalance to the prevailing medico technical focus.” The comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon was “learning how to clinically reflect on and to voice the tacit components of care.”

The struggle to initiate a clinical insider action research project

The task taken on by the NLP group (mapping the pathway of normal labour) was a major undertaking, and directions from management were not clear. This resulted in uncertainty for me and significant frustration for all of us in the NLP group during the first year. This is shown in the following quote from one of the members:

In the beginning it was unclear for me what was your (VN’s) research and what was the process, it was a bit messy for me and maybe it was because I thought that everything took too long time, we did not focus on what we were supposed to... it goes hand in hand the first encounter and so, but I thought, are we going to continue like this that we both have the research and the process work then it will be difficult, but it have worked really well. (“Normal labour process” group member, 28 March 2011)

I was frustrated by the slow and invisible progress. Many days I wondered if taking an AR approach was a good idea after all, as it was so slow and such a
testing experience, but, on other days, it felt right, and the most appropriate explanation for the question I was addressing. These days allowed me to catch when staff was receptive to talk about women’s and partners experiences of the first encounter. Nevertheless, doing AR felt for me like an assignment I was supposed to do on the side, when there was time, despite the fact that AR is supposed to be a democratic process. In the beginning, I was unsure who my insider group was and who was my external research group? Which group did I belong to? AR was new to everybody, including me, and it took a while for me to learn that the “normal labour process” group, though set up for the larger project, could also be the insider research group for this AR study. By the time I formally asked the group if they wanted to be the co-researchers, they were already actively engaged in this role. The question of participation haunted me. How participative was the staff, in fact? This led me to feelings of personal fault and failure and was an issue continuously discussed in the supervision sessions. Through the years of the study, I asked myself questions such as Is the way this project was initiated a reason for its fuzziness? How could we have done this differently? What will I do next? How can we make this processing more democratic? Is this AR at all? Is this AR experienced as top down?

Standing alone at the messy front line

The spring of 2012 was a turbulent time for the staff due to high workloads, shortage of staff, and an organizational change around lunch breaks. This anxiety and frustration also affected the dynamics of the group. Data in the IAR study collected around this time revealed that the addition of the AR study to the NLP project was felt to be an extra and unwanted burden, as described in the following quote from one of the NLP members:

When we started this process we did not have your research at all in our heads, so I thought that the research took too much time from the processing, but we have seen that it had added things also. Not saying that it is unimportant, but we have limited time. (“Normal labour process” group member, 5 May 2012)

I did not feel understood or supported at all, but I just had to stay put, wait and see what would happen, even if it did not feel like I wanted to stay at all. This was the peak point where I really wanted to quit the research, but being an employee, you do not easily just give up and leave. To give up would be to fail totally. I thought about a couple of other action researchers who had quit doing AR due to the fuzziness, probably at this stage. About two years had gone by, and it felt like very little was coming out of my work.

Through my own self-reflection, I got closer to understanding the causes of my anxiety about the study. Specifically, I became aware of my fear of failure; both failure in succeeding with my ambitions of improving the local approach to maternity care and failure in managing to complete my doctoral studies. This resulted in
distress about being perceived as incapable by colleagues or stakeholders, a feeling an external researcher would probably not have due to lack of the enduring bonds to the participants.

**Being a catalytic counterbalance to the prevailing medico technical focus**

Working as a clinical midwife, I reflected that the only visible change in terms of the first encounter was that women were on the electronic foetal monitoring system for a shorter time than before the project started. As a consequence, I presented regular feedback to staff about what happened in the research process, including papers about midwifery care to staff and other stakeholders in all kinds of suitable situations. Midwives started to discuss “normal labour” more regularly, including staff meetings, as the following extract from a set of staff meeting notes reveals:

> Information is available on the intranet about the “normal labour process” and in the folder, please read the report from week 47. There is a “Problem list” where everybody can write about things they want the group to look at. Some reflections below.
> - The first meeting dialogue is important for the women and partner, and for ourselves, it also decreases the time the admission CTG runs. In the beginning of 2012 the trend was getting back to long admission CTG traces, but the feeling now is that we have improved.
> - We use less scalp electrodes routinely than earlier, from 1.3 electrodes to 1 per labour. We have also decreased performing amniotomy and starting Oxytocin. (Minutes from staff meeting, 12 December 2012)

I was also positively surprised that, as colleagues, we began to spontaneously discuss our own behaviours in the first encounter and elsewhere, and to talk about the caring perspective of our profession. For me this meant that change had happened. New questions appeared in my head: does this mean that, now, midwives have more time to be “truly present” in the first encounter? My intention was never to be in the rooms to observe the first encounter between the midwife and couple, and so I could not directly verify this hypothesis. As well as more discussion about normal birth, extreme risk-averse thinking and an excessive focus on problems and potential pathology were regularly noticed and confronted. This was a clear and positive result of the project. The initial focus of improving the first encounter was catalytic for staff to reflect on the whole labour process.

For me, evidence that the intention of the AR study was realized became clear in spring 2013 in seven focus group sessions with staff where I inquired about their experience of participating in this AR and of me as a researcher. They had difficulties in telling me about my role as the IARr (as I did in asking about it) other than encouraging me to continue. However rather to my surprise, staff said about the first encounters “we have always thought that the first encounters are
important.’’ This is not, in fact, reflected in the data I collected at the beginning of the study; however, it reassured me that the specific focus chosen was appropriate.

**Comprehensive interpretation: Learning how to clinically reflect on and voice the tacit components of care**

The themes illustrate how the IARr became an active agent “struggling to initiate clinical insider action research” to create space in which staff could consider the importance of, and techniques for, responding to the women’s and partners’ needs in their first encounter with staff on the arrival on a labour ward. A feeling of “standing alone at the messy front line” included a process of adjusting oneself, and of searching to find a balance between being an insider and an outsider, including acceptance of the inherent and physical chaos embedded in doing the IAR project. Over time, it became clear that AR was the appropriate way of improving the care elements that were identified for change. Crucially, it became very apparent that this kind of action takes time; it is not possible to have a quick solution or rapid practice change. It became also apparent that the four years of negotiations about normalizing labour starting with the first encounter meant that the IARr was the catalyst for a counterbalance to the prevailing medico technical focus of care. This led to the conclusion that the culture might be beginning to change. Yet, it required far more than a simple protocol change or technical fix. To change care (including practical) routines on the labour ward is to change fundamentally how it is to be a professional carer. It is to take the responsibility for the caring relationship by “not letting the Other alone” (c.f. Levinas).

**Discussion**

In this study, the phenomenon of being a clinical nurse midwife and a novice IAR can be summarized by the process of learning how to clinically reflect on and to voice the tacit components of care through a first person perspective. The original research project was set up as a consequence of caring about a fellow human’s emotional comfort in any (dependent) situation and specifically to support people in the new crucial life event of childbirth. This follows the ontological assumption of AR that it is morally and ethically important to try to live in a way consistent with one’s own values (McNiff & Whitehead, 2011).

The IARr (VN) was from the start influenced by two potentially conflicting world views. On the one hand, she was integrated into the prevailing risk-focused labour ward culture of the study site. On the other hand, she understood the emotional and psychosocial stress that this culture generated for labouring women and their partners, especially when they first encountered the ward. Organizational politics implies balancing the requirements for the success and quality of the AR, future employment, and maintaining credibility as an effective driver of a decided topic of focus (Coghlan & Brannick, 2009). Earlier improvement projects in the study site had been more top-down, where the IARr has been a
participant in research and specific interventions, usually obstetric or medical improvements initiated and controlled by others. The difference for this AR project is that it involved intangible actions when spending time to build a relationship with the mother and her partner, additionally to the reduction of clinical routine procedures. Paradoxically, in a so-called caring health system, this was counter-intuitive: doing less tasks and more personal engagement was seen as deviant by some staff, usually due to time constraints. In fact, according to Hoag, Ritschard, and Cooper. (2002), change is not usually dependent on lack of time but instead on lack of will. Decisions that change the system and individuals are constantly taken and occur naturally anyway, for example, through staff turnover, or the introduction of new products or services. It is what individuals choose to change at any specific time that is decisive (Hoag, et al. 2002).

To be a change agent, and a colleague, and a researcher risks role duality, or role conflict (Holian & Coghlan, 2012). The reflexive accounting presented in this paper provides an account of how these roles influenced VN’s self-view of the world, as well as how she was perceived by others involved in the AR process (Coghlan & Brannick, 2009). It required VN to reflexively and actively try to maintain credibility in the eyes of the colleagues, both to achieve the planned change in itself and to be able to continue the research study (Nugus, Greenfield, Travaglia, & Braithwaite, 2012). It may be thought easier to do IAR as a peer, posing less of a threat to disturb the hierarchical order or “upset the equilibrium” as Moore (2007) experienced doing insider research in his manager position. As a peer the IARr did not pose a threat to the hierarchy, but the staff relied on the IARr to take the responsibility for the project’s successes and failures.

It seems that the vehicle for this more tacit, and, potentially, more sustainable change in attitudes was the spontaneous discussions during the years that took place between staff in relation to the changes instituted by the AR study. The ordinary institutional talks that develop an emotional and social care approach (Deery, 2005) are potentially available in health care as part of the essential communications that take place between peers as part of professional practice. From the beginning, the change in daily routines was discussed within these ordinary professional encounters, with the ambition to improve care. The iterative nature of these kinds of conversations indicates unpredictability inherent in any attempt to clearly identify the focus of change and in the expected results in AR projects (McVicar, Munn-Giddings, & Abu-Helil, 2012). In organizations and health systems, the ethical and political challenge for action researchers is to deliver straightforward feedback that can engage both frontline staff and managers (Nugus et al., 2012) and to generate knowledge for the academy (Coghlan, 2013). An IARr needs to be both close to the setting, and also to be able to create distance from it to be able to see things critically and thus enable change to happen (Coghlan & Brannick, 2009). To be both close and distant in order to perform effectively was a challenge for VN, especially as she was working with known colleagues for more than 20 years. Reflection on the interaction between an IARr and study participants is said to illuminate how changes occur.
(Chiu, 2006). To describe the IAR’s experiences as a peer midwife and a novice researcher made the reflection complex and confusing. When writing about the process, it was hard to avoid getting lost in the messy reality of the real lifeworld and practice, and to determine what to choose to tell from the text. Similarly Heen (2005) searched for words and expressions for something she wanted to communicate without knowing what to write when being involved in IAR. It is like being immersed in the “swampy lowlands” (Schön, 1995) with the feeling that trying to get up to higher ground to study and describe from a distance is almost an unmanageable mission. Yet, in this case, the problem was surmountable with support and frequent correspondence between the co-authors. Under any conditions, doing IARr as a doctoral student can be recommended because of the possibility one gets to learn about how one learns about oneself, and about the cultural, systems, and organizational phenomenon that shape and direct clinical practice and behaviours. To manage the challenge, an IARr has to have a trust in that the objectives stated in the beginning of the AR journey are valid, in this case based on philosophy of caring and midwifery. Such insights elucidate the scholar-practitioner’s work when exploring the thoughts, values, and actions, the interiority at the core of the methodology of IAR (Coghlan, 2013). For VN, in this study, the journey was made worthwhile in the shift from the feeling of failure in the early years, to witnessing how tacit caring aspects surfaced in the ward staff in later years, despite the continuation of a strong risk focus in the overall culture of the setting.

Conclusion

This reflexive account shows that being an IARr while being a novice researcher/doctoral student is a learning process on how to clinically reflect on and to voice tacit components of care. For the IARr the experience was a struggle, often standing alone at a messy front line, and catalyzing a relational counterbalance to a prevailing medical/technical or risk-focused maternity care system. There is potential for emotional distress and a sense of failure, but there is also potential for delight and unexpected pleasure. Personal preconceptions about what is important to change, and organizational imperatives, blocks and boundaries all play a part in how change will unfold. Shifts in attitudes and behaviours may happen, and tacit change can unravel spontaneously when it is least expected. The strategy used in undertaking this study was influenced by the philosophies of both midwifery care and AR. These included the need to be wholly present during any inter-personal encounter, and to follow the flow, always trusting that the process will, eventually, bring positive (though sometimes unexpected) results.
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